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Academic excellence is very important in every student, however, in order to survive on our society, values and good ethics is necessary to cope with the environment. Academic knowledge is nothing without the elements of moral education. This article aims to heighten the program for values education and good ethics that will not only help the students, but also all the teachers, families and the society as well, because students have the immense role on our environment.

We are all known that being a teacher has a huge responsibility because they mold the students to become a better person that in turn will contribute to our economy and society. Nowadays, the responsibility of a teacher increases over the time because of the modernization of the society and the moral values of the students have changed. It is the big challenge for every teacher on how they will relay the knowledge to every student especially when they resist to be taught. A lot of students are not attentive to class, and a lot were destructed because of the modern environment.

A lot have change in this modern era, there are lot of gadgets, lot of toys, all persons need to work and all were busy that every child will only be taught in school, there are lot of activities in order to become entertain, there are internet, malls to play, and the thinking of the students was highly influenced by all of these. Teachers need to cope up with all of these changes for them to catch the attentions of the students, the paraphernalia’s where change to gadgets, teaching methods were all change and a lot of strategies are being implemented. However, even if all the teaching methods and
program was changed, students are uncontrollable and hard to be taught. And I believe that, focusing and enhancing their values and good ethics will contribute a lot more in order for the students to focus on theirs studies.

Values education starts at home, but every home nowadays have also toxic environment that every parents need to work in order to supply the needs of the family that’s why they cannot focus on teaching the child and they were all depend on “yaya’ that will teach their children. We should catch first the attention of every parent that a happy and productive family is important and needed by every child. It is not only the material things that we should supply but also their spiritual and moral needs. It is the main elements in molding the children to cope along with the society. If only, the family environment before will return and adapt by the new parents today, I think it will help for the students to enhance the values. Touching the heart and mind of the parents by the teachers will not totally resolve the issue but will contribute a lot with the values issue of the students.

From the very start, schools were known to be the second home of the children, and teachers were known to be the second mother of every child. Being a second mother meaning that teachers will step on the foot of every mother and know the stories of every child in the class, however, how will the teacher do that if there are massive populations of students in each class? Every teacher should touch the lives of the student and they will only do that if they can focus on the situations of every child. I think that limiting the number of the students in every class will help and, enhancing the number of teachers that will become the second mother of the children. Attention and affection is very important to touch the lives of anyone not only the students. Time and effort is needed to be devoted in order for the children to realize the value of knowledge.

Home and schools are both important in molding the students. However, the most important among all is the church where can we find our creator and guardian. Being God fearing will help the students to guide on everything they do, think and say. God is
our creator and so he will contribute a lot in our lives for so he will not lead us to any harm. Requiring every child to attend the church or to attend the religious class will mold the spiritual values of the students. God will touch our lives to become a better person to everyone because he creates us to become one.

No one can dictate every person on what to do, what to say and what to think. It all starts from within that person. It all starts for being who we are. If only from the start we are all trained on what is right and what is wrong in the eyes of God, we will become unconscious that all we will do are all right and do not harm everyone. Let the students do want they want but let us aware and empower them to know what is right for them and for other person. Let us enrich them to good values and ethics. It is okay to become modern but let us return and maintain the culture of values education and ethics. Everyone can touch the lives of the child. And we should become one for our children to mold better and contribute to our society.
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